Brief thesis on the meaning of human life

Abstract
This article represents an effort to bring together key ideas about the meaning of life, specifically, human. Understand what life is and what distinguishes him from death, should be one of the first questions to answer, especially when you want to operate on humans. Aiming to answer what means human being, then, firstly, it is concluded as soon as his psyche has developed spirit as supramecanicismo. It also has the will to order its outside for their survival and their offspring, or at least it should be. Finally, the human being, seek material and spiritual satisfaction, always with human dignity, both for himself and for others.
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Understanding life
Conceive what is life, Who are we? is essential to begin reasoning about the humanity of the human being and to understand the existence of others and the interactions between all through the order, disorder, organization and disorganization.1 People are biological beings, with biogenetic unit and physically animated, with biochemical unit2 they are immersed in a basic and complex discussion: When something comes to life? in order to understand their own existence that goes from what he declared as the cosmic and biological rootedness.

What is life?1
“‘We are stardust’ is probably the assertion Carl Sagan.2 It gives better understand the origin of life, because “we are the legacy of 15 billion years of cosmic evolution.” Human beings considered alive, there is a contradiction, as its material, itself is comprised of inert atoms constituting the body and which is then formed with the origin of the universe on a random or intended to develop biochemical.3 So the question is, How long nonliving matter acquired this concept? On the other hand, man, using his hand and mind, creates life—or at least simulated bounds near ethics imposed by their culture and society.4 Therefore currently it has the capacity to endow inanimate objects, through technology, image and likeness, exactly as symbolically human thought about some creative God, leaving or not your noosfera2 another object believed to own, to what has been called artificial life. Life as a concept involves a peculiarity or quality of matter, because all beings are composed of inorganic matter, that is, life as it is known, is actually the best you have found the human being to understand their qualities that differentiate it with other materials that do not have similar qualities, for it separates the human death of his humanity taking the life that gives, through learning, especially the language and mentality. In the human case, if a person loses a leg or an arm, still alive, without assuming if the arm or leg had life in themselves. Making life as beginning, is not present in the field to itself called the human body but in mind be and therefore managed by the processes of the brain, or some system similar character5 Such as a computer. Just be aware that the idea of life exists as such, without necessarily involving the quality of it.

Life as mechanistic, is linked to an action-reaction through the operability and human activity6 while for organisms it is related to a value added when the product is more than the sum of its parts.7 Likewise it is possible to stumble upon tautological definitions, literary, physiological, psychological, energy, biological and philosophical.8 However, it is animism, through Gaia theory9 which proposes a different way of understanding life as it states that the planet itself has vitality. However, life is exposed to death, forged by the arrow of time10 the universe and determines three fundamental questions:
1. The concept of death is irreversible, ie it is not possible to return to the quality of life after the expiry.4
2. Life consists in the effort of being to avoid the continuity of time11 It avoids his own death.
3. Every object has DNA alive6 as genes inherited memory and experience possessed ancestors and they transmitted.

While defining life is soporific and unintelligible6 their understanding is contingent on the dialectic with that which is not, so it is important to achieve the characteristics that define them as it will delve into other concepts such as quality of life and human dignity and therefore also in human rights, topics that are not developed in this article, however, many authors confuse, in the case of very different definitions.

1.the same question was asked Schrödinger enunciated9 in its publication: what is life? As is seen, as said author, that life can be formulated and understand, although the human is still on the way to achieve a specific response.
2.Average driver and messenger of the human mind, it communicates with the world while forming a screen between us and the world […] is a transformer split and transfiguring of reality that is overprinted on reality, seems confused with it […] without it could not be done nothing that is human9.
3.Human beings, aware that it is not the only species alive, gives this quality to every being that has similar characteristics.5
4.Death is not only the decomposition of a body, it is both the annihilation of a subject61
5.The awareness of death is not limited to the time and event of death. It presents to death in life61
6.This concept also discussed and accepted Capra,14 Schrödinger,6 who understands as gen-, Romecin Maturana & Varela, Francisc;15
7.Gene means […] biological and cultural heritage, freight and gift, determination and autonomy, limitation and possibility, necessity and freedom61
8.Horacio Bernardo.7 For example, it states that semantically define life is impossible.
What characteristic has something alive?

Jakob\(^1\) Life has seven characteristics:

1. Causal closure of nature which it consists of a covered claim in the evolution of matter\(^\text{as soon as the matter has created}^2\) at a given time.\(^3\) Therefore, the mind and all that implies, is a quality of life, at least in terms of production.

2. Energetics, deals with the sustenance that all physical action is generated by energy and, therefore, as life is quality of matter that has been created by events of matter, then, it is also possible to explain its physical aspects with energy formulas.

3. Supramecanismo term related to the animal mechanical automatism, which although in its theistic definition denies the soul within the animal kingdom shall be considered due to the entelequia\(^4\) Aristotle says that\(^5\) and the bore of Morin.\(^6\)\(^7\) It can be understood as the will of the soul it emerges and projects into the spirit.

4. Self-regulation, anti-entropic power and organizational continuity, from the foregoing, it combines self-regulation, perhaps principle of evolution, in terms of natural experimentation whose principle is that the subject matter survive. From this perspective, one can say that there is a possibility that life really is the intent of the material to prevent its destruction, so even human intelligence, is an effect to prolong the state or quality of life. For this purpose, inert matter, or energy, is organized into amino acids, cells, organs, animals, societies, planets, among others, to survive, or rather, to keep as much as possible their condition.

5. Psychism, based mental aspect of all matter with quality of life, which gives existentialism, generating what is defined as mind giving sensitivity, imagination, creativity and intelligence to life. Morín\(^8\) notes the psychic from an anthropological perspective from the psycho-emotional, in relation to otherness and from homo hystericus, consumans and ludens.

6. Aristotelian soul (form) indiscernible of existentiality, it will be understood as having the particularity the body due to gene or DNA having and determines their existence as alive.

7. Reduction psyche your mind; or spirit as a set of mental contents, at this point he questions what is located where the spirit? And it concludes that social projection of the mind, therefore a human embryo has soul but not spirit, whereas when born then has both.

Therefore, life is the accumulation of matter organized to ensure the survival of their subject and self-organized and constantly improving, through genes, in order to overcome the arrow of time.\(^9\) That trend destroy it seeks expansion.\(^10\) The matter then was formed to self-regulate the matter of the environment it inhabits, developing psychic in the animal kingdom. To this end, it has evolved to emerge mentality to endure his soul using its power through its supramecanismo. Matter desires endure as measured gene to prevent death involving chaos, disorder and disorganization of the automaton matter: the body, so that the DNA determined as a basic tool to resist death. Because of these conditions is that it is impossible to reverse this state, then chaos is found throughout the body: the way he acquired the matter.

**Human life**

If life is a quality of matter, the human condition is a quality of this quality. That is, life involves everything possessing the above characteristics, so they have created different kingdoms involving animals, insects, plants, bacteria, fungi and so on. Human, is part of one of these kingdoms as the top animal, but still be one more species. However, it is characterized and unlike other species as developed consciousness beyond instinct, that is, through reason and language and developing these characteristics a form of organization that is distinguished from other species: philosophy and art. Human life, then, involves creativity, not only for your social life, individual or secret.\(^11\) But also it produces for the acquisitiveness of others. The human being, then look not only their own welfare but that of others perhaps through the material and spiritual, using Immaculately human inventions. Music, theater, sculpture, dance, literature, cinema, architecture and knowledge.

**What is the human being?**

Being implies the existence of something, whether or not a physical object, because in reality, is just a rational being, as man, he is able to recognize the being of something.\(^12\)\(^13\)\(^14\) Providing existence. Being there, with no rational matter that understand and define, however, is only the matter who studies and analyzes, perceiving himself and proving their existence in relation to others. That is, there is someone without first think, but when you think about it comes into existence for the rational being who studies it. As gives it life, then it gives you a definition, assigning each name to be using their rationality and linguistics.

Being is everything that man perceives or feels in considering Schopenhauer.\(^15\) Therefore, being the product of reality and mind of matter that study. However, all that product of the mind, will end with the destruction of matter that has thought, that is, in his death. Consequently, it is possible to distinguish:

- What it exists and is thought
- What is thought and there
- What does not exist and is thought
- And what it is not thought out and there

As for the human it is framed as defined above as human life, but not necessarily imply that humanity possesses that matter, so two features distinguish: as rational animal species, in analogy to what mentioned by Arendt\(^16\) nature and condition is possessed respectively and hastening the possibility of scales, because “the human person becomes more human”.\(^17\) While human nature is related to the material aspect, the human condition is associated with the product mentality culture society\(^18\) what emerges Jakob\(^19\) he understood as the spirit. Therefore, the human being lives between two aspects:

- Materially
- Spiritually

\(^{11}\)°The soul can make us [human] sensitive, vulnerable, generous, compassionate, open to the world and other subjects\(^1\).\(^2\)\(^3\)\(^4\)
These two aspects, also mentioned by Torres Bardales,13 Coupled by the conditions of being they have raised several discussions and currents of thought to try to understand what it means and human existence itself has not caused should agree on what it means humanity.21

Final elevation: What does it mean to be human?

In principle the human being is a material entity, which is registered in the animal kingdom1; According to the same definitions of human being who, because of their instinct for survival, has also developed a social life, separating his personal life with the public and reserving one for himself for the benefit of oneself and others. It differs from other species, as his psyche has developed spirit as supramecanismo that is driven by desire both material and spiritual emerges not biological evolution but cultural and social, creating philosophy and art using and developing their language and reason, fully aware of their relationship with other entities through symbolism that has generated the same humanity: the values so that through it, generate dignity in himself and in others. People, then it means, having empathy for other beings are material or not. It also means having the living conditions and human life, ie, a human being, must order its outside for their survival and that of their offspring, or at least it should be, Since the objective is to transmit and ensure persistence of its gene or DNA, in full material and spiritual satisfaction using philosophy and art. However, they are also human beings who do not reach consciousness of humanity will be treated minors who are with tutor.

In addition, human being, involves providing value their existence: life+justice+Freedom+Peace+honor17 in order to achieve dignity and not necessarily for himself, but to dignify the existence of other beings through respect and finally, society emerges as a resistance force that adds several individuals. Every human being will have its own mentality, it is to be built by each company, reflecting its cultura22 individual and collective way. Possessing humanity’s own culture, urbanity, individuality and autonomy, belonging to the species of a kingdom of life, struggling with the arrow of time, own DNA and finally be alive.23
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